
WHICH
COMES
FIRST?

A Case Study in
Strategic Thinking
Alignment

BACKGROUND

THE STRATEGIC DILEMMA

An industry leader reached out to bring a

fresh approach to their strategic planning.

Their last strategic planning effort defined

a significant growth goal with little to no

strategic direction on how to achieve this

big leap forward.

Their BHAG (Big Hairy Audacious Goal), provided initial enthusiasm but left each department head

to define how to accomplish goals in relative isolation. 

After two years of allocating resources based on the viability of each plan presented, complexity

was growing, and unity within the leadership team was in short supply. There were calls for “a real

vision.” Team leaders reporting to the executive team asked. “What is the plan?” Their BHAG had

left them over budget, behind their deadlines, and vulnerable to competitive pressures.
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Over nine months, the Focused Momentum LLC (FM) team worked with the executive team and

select unit managers to complete a comprehensive strategic planning process (a Strategic

Summit® engagement). The planning team began with a full strategic assessment of the

company’s market dynamics as well as an analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of its current

plan and business model. 

The FM team used the insights gained from the strategic assessment to deepen the planning

group’s understanding of where the company was today and how it might leverage what it had to

a higher degree in the future.

Before the first group planning session, the FM team also developed a robust strategic hypothesis

to flesh out the strategic thinking that formed the original BHAD so that during the session, the

entire group could develop a rich and shared holistic vision of future success. The gap between

their strategic assessment and their hearty vision established clear priorities for how it should

proceed forward, but with resources already committed, we could not stop there. 

In the next phase of the project, the FM team guided small groups of strategic development teams

through a process to elaborate on the significant shifts to be made and create a recommended

plan for each. These “Strategic Initiative” plans were then presented in another group strategic

planning session and integrated into one comprehensive company-wide strategic direction.
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A Case Study in Strategic Thinking Alignment

THE ENGAGEMENT AND OUR APPROACH

THE RESULT

This in-depth planning effort resulted in significantly higher clarity on priorities and increased

accountability to execute this plan. It also created greater alignment across the organization, making

it easier to make tough decisions. Because so many in leadership roles participated in strategy

development, each had a deep understanding of what they were ultimately striving to achieve and

why shifts would be necessary. 

Economic shifts and market changes aside; they are still using this plan to guide their decision-

making ten or more years later.



OUR TRACK RECORD

Strategic planning positions your

organization for continued success.

Focused Momentum has guided clients

in strategic planning for over 20 years,

so we can examine our track record.

Our clients consistently achieve their

strategic goals a year or more ahead of

their plan.

Schedule a call to find
out how to work with us.

Strategic planning is arguably one of the most visible and significant

undertakings for management. Yet alarmingly, 80-85% of strategic planning

efforts are deemed a failure by those who lead them. More surprisingly, these

figures represent an improvement. So, you might ask, if the odds of success in

charting a new strategic direction are so low, should you even try?   YES!

 A
YEAR
AHEAD
OF
PLAN

"If you’re ready to
commit to making
something great happen,
Focused Momentum is
the place to start."
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https://www.focusedmomentum.com/cs/c/?cta_guid=ec602e1a-5739-473c-9664-28dd681d7234&signature=AAH58kFKdYOKe4BJ6LHZgDsCTjkEsTVbSA&pageId=4981503423&placement_guid=6b6fd591-82ff-497e-8af8-1943c68146cb&click=8fc0858c-0704-45f7-ad5e-e0f1c3bc3ee7&hsutk=&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.focusedmomentum.com%2Fcontact&portal_id=2797305&redirect_url=APefjpFaPnzSxHnWFBFjA0Nt3gfAkvlhmOuXnVISoIWq_JNg64mAlUDQNQHFWhhglef-jQWFLbL9sXbNvcD-3_KtAXscZs1FyiCkcBv8U4YL6_YijivzZTum7PiYmxnYFTOYFxwABhU0d6ZOy-Y92AS2lkXp-wc1OA&ts=1698259678882
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